APPLICATION FOR GATEKEEPER PERMISSION

PROCESS FOR THE APPLICATION

1. For eligibility, one must be registered with a University or linked to a reputable research body;
   - Applicant/s must have an approved research proposal from their institution (Not a draft as it will not be accepted)
   - Be in possession of Full/Provisional Ethical clearance depending on the institution
   - A draft of consent form and letter of information
   - Research instrument/s

TIMEFRAME WRT FEEDBACK

2. It takes the DUT Research Directorate TWO WEEKS to process the documents and afford applicants permission to carry out their research

SUBMISSION PROCESS

3. All applications must be submitted electronically and likewise the communication thereafter

COMMUNICATION

4. All applications must be addressed to: Ms Lebo Ramakatsa at, gatekeeper@dut.ac.za.

CONDITIONS

NB! With regards to your application, the DUT may impose any other condition it deems appropriate in the circumstances having regard to nature and extend to access and use of information requested.